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This document provides additional information relating to questions raised in a letter to Craig Bartels
dated 1 December (Appendix A) from the Royal Commission regarding groundwater flow and natural
attenuation.

Question 1: Can Heathgate Resources provide data or measurements which confirm that
groundwater flow at Beverley and Four Mile is slow.
Groundwater velocity through rock is determined by water pressures within the rock from one
location to another, and by the resistance to water movement within the rock, which is a physical
rock property called permeability or hydraulic conductivity. The system is directly analogous to
electrical voltage and resistance within a copper wire. Standard hydrogeological equations use the
aquifer pressure gradients and permeability (hydraulic conductivity) to calculate the groundwater
velocity (or groundwater flowrate ).
Pressure within an aquifer at any location can be measured directly using downhole water level
(pressure) meters inserted down a water bore open to the aquifer of interest. To calculate pressure
gradient, measurements from two bores are required (i.e. to determine the degree of change of
pressure between the wells). At Beverley (the Namba Formation) and Four Mile (the Eyre
Formation), there are 59 and 28 bores respectively from which pressures are measured and
monitored on a quarterly basis, this providing a well constrained model of the pressure gradients in
the mining aquifers for each area.
Permeability of the mining aquifer is calculated from samples obtained from drillholes and in-field
borehole pumping tests that measure pressure change at given extraction (or injection) flow rates to
obtain aquifer and bore properties. Regional groundwater flowpath models are created using state
of the art software informed by these observed measurements in the field.
The mining aquifer at Four Mile (the Eyre Formation) has hydraulic gradient in range of 2 to 8m of
pressure change per 1000m and a permeability of approximately 5 m/day. Using these parameters
a groundwater flow of less than 10m and up to 20m per year (<2.7cm – 5.4cm per day) is calculated
and flows in a north easterly direction.
The mining aquifer at Beverley (the Namba Formation) is slightly less permeable than the Eyre
Formation and has a significantly lower pressure gradient (approximately 1m of pressure change per
1000m). This results in very slow groundwater flow that is near stagnant and up to approximately
2m per year (0.5cm per day). The direction of groundwater flow in the mining aquifer at Beverley is
west to east.
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Question 2: Can Heathgate Resources provide data or measurements which confirm that the
acidic groundwater naturally attenuates during in-situ recovery at Beverley and will continue
after decommissioning.
Natural attenuation (NA) is the term used for the neutralising process that occurs as result of
groundwater-rock chemical interaction (or water-rock interactions). In other words, the ability of
native rock to change (or attenuate) the chemistry of the water moving through it.
Prior to any ISR mining, the native groundwater and the native rock are in chemical equilibrium with
each other. However, the rock and its constituent minerals (such as clays, quartz, pyrite etc.) have
significantly greater “buffering” capacity than the water, meaning the rock determines the final
chemical makeup of the native groundwater within and around it.
ISR mining begins by lowering the pH in the native groundwater by adding reagents (hydrogen
peroxide and sulphuric acid in the case of Beverley and Four Mile), creating a conditioned
groundwater that is suitable for extracting uranium from the permeable hostrock (although the
uranium is selectively removed through ISR, the vast majority of the other radioactive minerals
contained in the ore body, such as thorium and radium, remain in the rock). As the conditioned
groundwater circulates through the native rock, minerals within the rock continually work (react) to
return the water chemistry back to its original, native equilibrium composition, i.e. the rock
“attenuates” the conditioned groundwater. Due to this NA, the groundwater requires constant
replacement of reagents to make it suitable once again for uranium recovery within the mine zone.
If NA was not occurring, there would be no need for this constant replenishment of reagents.
That very same process is working post mining where remnant conditioned groundwater moves from
the mining zone into the surrounding native rock. The native rock will continually adjust the chemistry
of affected groundwater back towards a native, equilibrium chemistry. The speed of groundwater
movement is governed by the aquifers natural groundwater gradient (i.e. water will move downhydraulic gradient at flow rates like those provided in response to question 1 above) which is
considerably slower than during ISR mining (i.e. 100 times slower at an average of 5cm/day
compared to 500cm/day between injector and extractor wells within an ISR wellfield). The slower
flow means the affected groundwater will be in contact with the surrounding native rock for a much
longer period, thus enhancing NA.
Heathgate has been recovering uranium by in-situ recovery from mineralised zones (ore bodies) in
the following sedimentary rock formations (aquifers):


Beverley deposit – Beverley sands within the Namba Formation, 30-5.3 million years old), a
near stagnant aquifer.



Pepegoona and Pannikan deposits (together called ‘Beverley North’) a Four Mile East - Eyre
sands within the Eyre Formation (60-38 million years old), which has a natural groundwater
flow between <10 m to maximum of 20 m/year.

The degree (or speed) to which these NA reactions take place depends on each formation’s mineral
composition and texture (e.g. porosity/permeability) and chemical characteristics of the remnant
conditioned groundwater [i.e. the types and levels of ions present in the solution (e.g. sodium,
calcium etc.) termed its “ionic strength”, its oxidative or reducing capability (i.e. redox potential) and
pH (or acidity)].
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The pH vs time graph (informed by measured data from Heathgate ISR operations) in Figure 1
demonstrates the concepts discussed above.

Figure 1: Schematic of acidic conditions in in-situ recovery with main phases and major reactions as
well as characteristic figures

There are many sources of data which support the unambiguous indications of the attenuation
effects during ISR mining (shown in Figure 1) they are:







The pH values measured in groundwater from the mining zones in both extraction and
injection wells,
Actual acid consumption by the hostrock due to the need to keep adding reagents to the
groundwater before returning it back to the mining zone,
Release of calcium and magnesium and other ions (measured in groundwater taken from
extraction wells) indicating the dissolution of calcareous minerals within the hostrock as well
substitution of major cations adsorbed by the hostrock clays (called CEC – cation exchange
capacity),
Release of iron and sulfate from iron sulphide minerals,
Release of aluminium form the hostrock (from the clay mineral kaolinite) and other elements.

The composition of the mining fluid is continuously monitored during ISR operation. The conditioned
groundwater used in ISR is made by adding hydrogen peroxide to achieve the right oxidationreduction (redox) potential (ORP). The ORP requires continued addition of reagents. This, along with
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ion chemistry of the groundwater, shows the oxidation potential of the injected mining fluid is
consumed by three main reducing effects: dissolution of pyrite, degradation of carbonaceous matter
(organics) and the dissolution of uranium minerals (Figure 1).
After finishing mining, NA continues in two ways:



Inside the mining zone by continuation of the dissolution of clays and other hostrock minerals
(as during the main ISR phase), and
Outside the mining zone by migration of mining fluid into the uncontacted native rock and the
work of all neutralising water-rock reactions (i.e. dissolution of calcareous minerals, CEC and
dissolution of clays and other minerals.

The reducing effects continue within the remnant conditioned groundwater after ceasing ISR,
however, in the course of a decrease in ORP, uranium minerals are no longer dissolved at all (i.e.
are no longer mobile in the groundwater). Together with the increase of pH, the chemical conditions
are achieved again to precipitate (i.e. immobilize) uranium.
Figure 2 shows actual in field measurements of pH taken from NA study wells (to demonstrate NA
is occurring) within mined out wellfields in the northern part of the Beverley deposit. It is evident that
the pH of the groundwater sampled from these wells since end of mining in 2004 has been increasing
(i.e. neutralising) in accordance with the discussion above.

Figure 2: Measured pH in NA study wells (welI ID’s 974, 3158, 867, 230-7, 172) from mined out northern
Beverley wellfields.
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Dear Mj^Trtels,
I am writing to you to follow up on some issues arising from the evidence of Dr Andrea Marsland-

Smith at the Commission's public session on Wednesday 14 October 2015.
The purpose of my letter is to seek from Heathgate Resources the data or measurements which
confirm Dr Marsland-Smith's evidence that:

1. the groundwater flow at Beverley and Four Mile is very slow (transcript page 622); and
2. the acidic groundwater naturally attenuates during in-situ recovery at Beverley and will continue

after decommissioning (transcript page 625-626).
I enclose the relevant extracts from the transcript of that evidence.

Given that data may be in a form which is not readily understood without relevant technical
expertise, I ask that it be presented in a manner which can be followed by a layperson. To that end, it
may be that a time series is plotted on a graph or set out in a table which shows measurements of pH

sampled over a period of a time at a particular well. If that is done, it would be helpful if the
underlying information is nonetheless provided.

I make you aware that it is possible that I would include that information within the Commission's
report to the South Australian Government. Though I do not expect there would be an issue with

confidentiality of this information, I ask that if there is, you raise it with Ms Lucinda Byers, SolicitorAssisting the Commission, so that any issue can be resolved.
I would be grateful if you could provide the requested information at your earliest convenience and

by no later than Friday 18 December 2015.
Please do not hesitate to contact Ms Byers on either 08 8207 1493 or
lucinda.b^ers^nuclearrc.sa.gov.au should you wish to discuss any of the above further.

Cevin Scarce AC, CSC
Royal Commissioner

investigating opportunities and risks for south australia

DR MARSLAND-SMITH: Yes, and there has been on occasion where you'll
see maybe sulphates elevate in a monitor well. It gives you that feedback to
tell you that or there's an issue and you need to pull back your fluids, so the
5 monitor well ring, the lateral monitor well ring, is designed for that purpose
and, yes, you pull back your fluids, get that feedback from your monitor well.
It's not a non-compliance and it's not a breach of your lease conditions, that's

the purpose of the lateral monitor network.
10 COMMIS SIGNER: Can you just tell us what happens to the one per cent that
you bleed off, what happens to that water?
DRMARSLAND-SMITH: Yes.
15 COMMISSIONER: Presumably that is higher in concentration minerals than
the normal groundwater.

DR MARSLAND-SMITH: Yes, it is a little bit, but the uranium has been
taken out and along with all of our processed water that bleed water is then put
20 into our evaporation ponds and we evaporate as much water as we can because
what we don't want to do is dispose of more water than we need to, so it goes

to the evaporation ponds along with our processed water, the plant wash down
water. It evaporates off and what's left in those ponds gets disposed in the old
wellfields, abandoned wellflelds at Beverley and then, as I said before, each
25 litre you put in you have to take a litre out of an aquifer, so at Beverley when
we dispose of this residual water that we can't evaporate into those abandoned
wellfields we also take a litre out downstream out of that same aquifer, which
is fresh water, to use back into our process, so it's a continual water recycling
system.

30
MR HANDSHIN: What is it about the Beverley wellfields that makes it an
appropriate site for the relocation of the waste stream?
DR MARSLAND-SMITH: Beverley is basically a bathtub, it's called a
35 paleochannel. You probably would have heard of that terminology, but it's
essentially a clay bound channel filled with sand and it's very stagnate. The
groundwater movement is very, very slow. At Four Mile for example the

groundwater flow is around 10 to 20 metres per year, which is very slow, but at
Beverley it's around one for example and that's because of the stagnate nature

40 of the system. It's not open to any groundwater recharge, so it's just this body
• of water and sand that's contained with this clay layer. The clay is very thick
and so the likelihood of any excursion outside of the paleochannel is almost
non-existent and so we have mined out areas at Beverley that are already

affected and so we're disposing into affected or altered state groundwaters
45 already, so - - -
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COMMISSIONER: You take out all of the apparatus I presume? You
wouldn't leave it there.

DR MARSLAND-SMITH: Yes, so all of that comes out.

5
COMMISSIONER: It all comes out.
DR MARSLAND-SMITH: The wells are cemented up, so we absolutely
isolate the aquifer off to any other aquifer in the region, so - - -

10
COMMISSIONER: When you say "cemented" is it cemented down to the
aquifer itself?
DR MARSLAND-SMITH: Yes. Yes, and all through that open area where
15 the submersible pumps are, so the pumps are taken out, the wells are cemented
up. All the surface infrastructure is taken out and the beauty ofISR is that all
of that infrastructure just lays on the ground, so you just take it away, you don't
need to dig up pipes or anything like that and then obviously you have mining
plume left in the ore body, so that plume will move into, in accordance with the
20 groundwater flow velocities, fresher rock and so to give you an idea of how far
the plume moves over time in about seven to 10 years the plume would have
moved around 95 to a hundred metres from the wellfield through fresh rock.
Over around a hundred years that plume would have moved around a
kilometre. Now what happens to that water when it moves through fresh rock.
25 It's called a process of natural attenuation and it's really just a word for the
rock wants to equilibrate that ground water back to its original status. So we
have a higher acidic groundwater moving through the fresh rock, and inherent
reactions that happen between the water and that fresh rock and particularly it
is the clays that do the work in the fresh rock. Buffer that groundwater and
30 bring that pH back up to neutral pHs. And so that is the process of natural
attenuation and all our modelling shows that in a hundred years, it is totally
back to groundwater, original groundwater quality. Within the seven to 10
year period, you see the movement of the groundwater back to sort ofpHs of
four, three to four, five occurring. At Beverley we have wells - monitoring of

35 well fields there and we certainly see those trends in our in-field monitoring.
As you appreciate, we do a lot of reactive transport, hydro geochemical
modelling to understand how the natural attenuation is going to work at each
site.

40 MR HANDSHIN: There was 11 or 10 years ago, some contention about the
concept of natural attenuation - - -

DRMARSLAND-SMITH: Yes.
45 MR RANDSHLN: - - - and whether it was a legitimate science phenomenon.
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Can you tell us how the technology or research has developed since that point
in time and where there is a consolidated international perspective about it?
DR MARSLAND-SMITH: Yes. There is a consolidated international
5 perspective about it. And I will just go back to the first - one of the first
principle proof that NA or natural attenuation works is that if that process was
not happening, we would not need to redoes our groundwater each time it goes
through the cycle because if the rock is not doing any attenuating, or there's no
reactions happening, then that fluid would only need to reduce the acidity once
10 and it would be for the next two to three years wouldn't need to dose any more.
But because there's that reaction going on, we need to dose every single cycle
that we recirculate that groundwater.

MR HANDSHD^: Presumably that would in part be due to the processing
15 operations though wouldn't it?
DR MARSLAND-SMITH: No, it's exactly what's going on. It is those clays
wanting to get that groundwater back to neutral pHs, so we have to keep
lowering it and keep putting in conditioning agents to lower it because of that
20 phenomenon that's going on. So when you turn off and stop dosing that's what
process is going on when it's moving in to that fresh rock. So in the states,
95 plus per cent of operations are in drinking water quality aquifers. So they
have to consider enhanced remediation in those circumstances. At Beverley
the beneficial use, environmental value of our water is industrial, so natural
25 attenuation is an accepted methodology for closure of ISR mines in this
scenario.

COMMISSIONER: If you were to expand exploration - - -

30 DRMARSLAND-SMITH: Yes.
COMMISSIONER: - - - is there any impact in terms of the amount of water
that you need? Is that a restricting factor for you?
35 DR MARSLAND-SMITH: No, not really. We use rotary mud drilling for because we are in unconsolidated sands and we need to - we are in a

sedimentary basin, when you drill a hole you need to keep the hole open once
it's drilled, so you can put your geophysical probes down hole to measure your
parameters. So you need water for that process. We mix water with some

40 drilling mud to keep the holes open and it's a standard process in petroleum
exploration - - -

COMMISSIONER: Yes, understand.
45 DRMARSLAND-SMITH: - - - as well.
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